
EPIC EROTIC ENTANGLEMENT 
 
From afar, the power of her paintings takes our 
gaze by storm. Like some sort of optical magnet the 
oil attracts your vision to a sort of tangle of 
figures that make up a sort of sphinx that offers 
itself up to interminable deciphering. Hypnotized, 
our gaze approaches the direction of the painting 
and what appeared to be a blurry wonder of utterly 
sensual optical content reveals itself to be a 
portal which leads us to two kinds of journeys: the 
journey of vision as an organ of the senses and 
vision as a synonym for the philosophical 
perception of the world. Ana Luiza plunges with 
intense pleasure into the epic nature of these two 
visions. Hearts and languid, pregnant and 
especially Sistine women. All of them (as well as 
their hearts), half-camouflaged, enveloped by waves 
of brushstrokes, cyclone-like flowers, arrogantly 
thick petals, very Munch-like faces and bodies 
(reference to the scream) attacked by gigantic 
gelatinous drops. Our Van Gogh satisfaction cannot 
be averted. Ana Luiza’s canvases beckon to us 
towards the success of the gaze as an instrument 
able to travel down discoveries of decipherings 
offered up by the unexpected cinema of painting. In 
point of fact, the women seem to be enveloped by 
the physical, emotional and intellectual movements 
of the human pandemonium on the planet. As if they 
were observing the throes of humanity with a more 
intense biological property for, after all, it was 
within them, in a process of many, many nine months 
(or seven for those in a greater hurry), from 
within their primordial crevasses that all the 
machines came, all temperaments, all arts, 
mathematics, wars, agricultures, whorehouses, the 
infinitely large and the infinitely small things of 



human  perception, all the hatred and all the love, 
all passionate  transcendence, all greatness and 
all pettiness, every dream and nightmare, all 
stupidity and genius, all the wonderfully terrible 
racket called humanity. The Flesh made Word. Ana 
Luiza’s canvases break this canon wide open in an 
orgy of unseasonable color. Every time a woman 
opens her legs to hatch a tamagotchi into the world 
she is telling Death “You’re going to have to try a 
whole lot harder because you ain’t stopping on me”. 
Ana Luiza hedgehops over all such sentiments and 
also over the various historical representations of 
woman in history in so-called art. These are the 
thighs of the romantic subject as exacerbated by 
voluptuous painting. Total example: The pregnant 
woman expecting a golden baby corroborates our 
umbilical connection to the eternal placenta of the 
baroque. Ana Luiza dives deep into the basic 
requirements of artistic duty; in other words, she 
invents other worlds to weigh against this one, 
displacing and capturing our attention, 
anesthetized by everyday life, making unexpected 
collages, mutations and wild metamorphoses of every 
manner of cultural heritage. Ana Luiza impresses us 
with her paintings; she explodes all our codes of 
visual perception. She says “Move away from the 
canvas and behold the human stain on planet Earth. 
Approach the canvas as if your gaze were surfing on 
a lupa towards shortcuts of access to the 
camouflaged secretes of the multitudes”. Bosch 
them! Exuberance. Excesse. Extravagance. Epic 
erotic entanglement. Voluptuousness of the flesh 
enveloped by an environmental voluptuousness. Like 
the baroque funk says, there’s a uterus in the soul 
of things. When you look at Ana Luiza’s paintings 
it feels like you’re wearing the famous human heat-
detecting goggles, which also allow you to see the 



famous human warmth, the famous historical heat. 
Her female bodies hold the key which unleashes a 
cinema of the will which spans everything from 
sordid subterranean amours to sublimely tacky love 
affairs. The empty night porter’s secretary plunges 
deep into the heart that is an abyss of cries and 
whispers which issue from a deep throat inhabited 
by wayward couples dancing last tangos behind green 
doors that hide object women in the night of the 
living dead shaken by the empire of the senses 
exciting Caligulas who pursue barefoot contessas 
stepping on touches of the panther’s evil who, eyes 
wide shut, see only basic instincts. Ana Luiza’s 
painting is maximum delight. The thighs of the 
romantic subject as exacerbated by voluptuous 
painting. Epic erotic entanglement.                                                                                                                                                                                       


